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Abstract: The roles of conscious leaming and error corrections have been
questioned since the development ofcommunicative approaches to language
teaching, alongwith theorei.ical and empirical insights from Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) research. Whether overt leaming really helps the leamer
produce better L2 performance is a mystery. This article describes the
premature use of Engiish Grammar by EFL leamers as shown on their writing
performance. It also reviews theoretical insights from SLA theories to
uncover the mystery.
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A grammar class usually refers to a placa where learners receive systematic
instructions of linguistic rules, along with vocabulary and pronunciation of the
language. The learners are provided with the opportunities to practice the new
features of the language. Theknowledge derived from the conscious learning of
the second language (L2) rules in the grammar class is expected to help the
learners produce betterLZ performance. Nevertheless, it seems that the learning
of L2 grammar has little effect on helping the learners use the grammar rules
productively. This paper tries to describe L2 learners' erors in writing. The erors
would serve to provide evidence of the existing gap between what is learned and
what is used, or, it shows the premature use of English grammar. It also reviews
theoretical insights from SLA theories to answer why such a gap exists in the
learners' L2 performance. The discussion begins with the position of grammatical
competence in the broader construct of communicative competence (CC) in relation
to the descriptron ofthe gap. Then it discusses learners' structural errors as shown
in their writing pertbrmance. It also provides explanations of the possible reasons
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for the existing gap between the learning of English Grammar and the ability in
using it in written communication, focusing on the role of learning grammar in L2
performance. Finally, it discusses the limitations of language acquisition in EFL
classes. Hopefully, this paper provides teachers of English with the fact about the
gap between what is learned and what is used by the learners so that they do not
expect too much of their students and force them to produce grammatically correct
sentences merely because they assume that the students have learned a lot of
grammar.
GRAMMATICALCOMPETENCE
A sentence-level grammatical competence has been placed into a proper per-
spective within the larger construct of communicative competence (CC) by Canale
and Swain (1980) and Savignon (19S3). The framework identifies the four cornpo-
nents of CC as grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, discourse
competence. and strategic competence. Grammatical competence refers to the
learner's knowledge of ianguage rules. It deals with the correctness of word for-
mation or sentence structures. Sociolinguistic competence is the knowledge of the
culture or the social rules of language, It requires the understanding of the social
context in which the ianguage is used appropriately. Discourse competence is the
ability to connect utterances orsentences in stretches ofutterances dealing with
unity and coherence. The last component, the strategic competence, refers to the
strategy to compensate for breakdowns in comnnunication. It is the competence
uniieriying one's ability io make repairs, to cope with imperfeci kntrwledge, and trt
sustain communication through paraphrases, repetition, avoidance, guessing, and
shifts in register and style. Based on the framework, grammatical accuracy is only
part of communicative competence. On the other hand, the primary goal of com-
rnunication is to convey a message, where grammar is merely a tool.
To communicate in written English, a writer needs sufficient knowledge of
grammar as a tool to convey the intended message. In the Department of English
Education, English Grammar is offered in three consecutive semesters (English
Grammar I, English Grammar II, and English Grammar III) with four credit hours
for English Grammar I and English Grammar II, and two credit hours for English
Grammar IIL Thus. within three semcsters the students learnL2 nrles cxplicitly
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wrth adequate exercise both in receptive and productive level. In consequence,
they are expected and assumed to have gained comprehensive mastery of the
English structure. As amatterof fact, however, the receptive levelof L2 rules does
not seem to help the students apply the rules in the productive level. Their writing
performance shows that they are grammatically incompetent due to the errors they
make.
The following section presents examples of errors which show how difficult
it is to apply L2 rules in a communication task where the main goal is to convey a
message.
THE LEARNERS' STRUCTUML ERRORS
To describe the learners' errors, the following are samples of EFL learners'
writing perfbrmance. They were adopted from three different groups of leamers in
rhe Department of English Education: (1) Pre Departure English Training Pro-
ufam,
(2) S 1 - Equivalent Pro gtarfi, ar Program Penyetaraan Sl (a prograrn which
is specially offered to High School teachers who need to take thetr Sariana De-
gree), aird (3) Reguiar S1 students.
1. Pre Departure English Training Prograrn (PDETP)
PDETP is a program designed for vocational teachers who are supposed to
take a short course abroad for their professional development. They took a seven-
week intensive English course to prepare their departure. Here are their writing
performance based on a given situation.
Situation: Your friend lost her book. You realized that you had bonowed it
a month ago. Write a note of apology and explanation.
J
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SAMPT-E I SAMPLE 2
Nia,
I'm afraid your book don't
lost. I borrow your book a
month ago. I don't
remember. I'm sorry its. I
promise to return your book
in the afternoon
Dear I-orry,
I'm sorry I forgot to return
your book a month ago
because I came back my
village. If you dont mind, I
will return it. Thank you for
all see you.
Problems in expressing ideas into English lead to the production of enors,
such as I'rn aJiaid your book don't losl (sample I ) which should have been written
..... yoLt didn't lose your book. Also, the use of l/s after I'm sorry ..does not repre-
sent an English sentence. sample 2 contains problems of how to express I went
back to my ,'illage and the learner wrote / csme back my village. The errors
indicate that the learners use Indonesian structure with English words. They can-
not express guilty feelings and apology conectly and appropriately. The enors are
nol only in syntax (I'm afraid your book don't lost), but also in verb tenses (1
borrow yaur book a month ago) , and the missing of preposition s (I came back my
village). The domination of Ll strucrure withL2(English) word choice in produc-
tion. according to Dulay et. al ( 1982) is called a premature use of L2 showing the
learner's insufficient L2 competence.
2. 51-Equivalent Program.
The second sample was taken from an advanced Engrish Grammar class
(English Grainmar III). The learners were a group of high school teachers from out
of Java provinces. .At the end of the semester they were assigned to write a para
graph to give opinionlcomments on the cunent situation, the monetary crisis:
Sample I
Indonesiu is Suffering from Monerary Crisis
It 
'seems that our country, lndonesia, have beenfucing abad an cruc:iul mrn-
4an- and economic prottlemsformonths.Tolacethese problemswe nut.\t h.t:lp orrr
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go,emmen{ to otercome these problems by contriburing wlnteverwe have. Itmeans
that we do nol only love our country, but also sacrifice for our country itself. For
this reason, rre are considered as good citizens
Sample 2
StoP Collecting Dollars
As we know all Indonesia people is sffiring from monetsry and economic
crisis. AII prices are getting higher and higher Meanwhile their income still low
and stagnant. one of the problems is the value of Rupiah is weaker and weaker. To
overcome this, we collect the Rupiah again and stop Dollars tctct much.
The two samples contain a lot of errors.covering syntax errors, subject-verb
agreement. article, the missing of to be, and inappropriate word choice. Syntax
error appears in sample 2 as the first clause As we know all Indone'sia people is
srffiring Jrom monetary and economic crisis is not a sentence, so it should be
attached to another clause. Subject-verb agreement enor in sample l,It seems that
oLLr coLmtry, lndonesia, have-been facing o bad and crucial monetarj- and eco-
nomic problems lor months, The underlined word, should be has instead of have
because the subject is singular, Sample 2 has the same eror, ...people is sffiring
ltom .....Srnce the subject rs people (plural), are shouici be used instead of js. in
terms of article used in sample tr , c is not necessary in .. . a bad and crucial mon-
etaryt and economic problems.. because the noun is plural. The missing of to be
appears in sample 2; Meanwhile, their income still low... It needs is after its sub-
jecl their incolne. A confusing idea arises in the use of overcome in sample 1; '.' to
overcome these problents... It seems that the intended meaning is to solve instead
of to overcome.
The above samples of errors indicate that using English grammar is not as
casy as understanding it. Even though they were English teachers who belonged to
an advanced English Grammar class, their knowledge of L2 rules did not help
them much improve their writing performance.
3. Rcgular Sl Students
ht acldition to the evidence of errors from classroom perfotmance, the fol-
Itrwrng cvirlcncc is plrt ol'rcsearch l'indings (Mukrninatien 1991).It was a study
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designed to investigate the development of students' writing competence. one of
the objectives of the study was to identify the learner's grammatical erors in their
compositions focusing only on four dominant erors: subject-verb agreement, ar-
ticles, pluralization, and syntax. The errors are indicated by underlines.
a. Sutrject-Verb agreement
Besides, TV today offer so many programs which is good according to us.
This fast progressive ruglg us very proud of our country.
The underlined words are errors in subjecrverb agreement. They should have
been written with {-s } to indicate a third person singular.
b. Articles
Third problem is movements
We can getJhg.inJbrmation about what happens in onr countries.
The first sentence needs an article, while the second does not.
c. Pluralization
With its forests, farms, minings, water, and many llhgts treasures, my
country can be called "tanah surga" where woods and stones can become food.
The underlined word does not need a plural marker {*s }
d. Syntax
In RCTI, Indonesia people can know what the news in their own country or
in the world. Because of that knowledge can move progress than before.
Every.field is need English, and English has to be sttdied by people, so
pectple v ill nt,t be !ry1|.
The sentences are incorrect syntactically. The ideas expressed are conftising
as they are not put in a conect sentence construction
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In fact, it is obvious that almost every sentence produced by the students
contains more than one category of enors. For example, In addition to the prob-
lems of subjecrverb agreement, students also found problems in word formation
as in This jast progressive make ns very proud of our country. It should be This
progress makes us very proud of our country.It leads to the conclusion that apply-
ing rules which are assumed to have been learned in the grammar class is a big
probl.m *hen it comes to the communicative task, or, writing Then a big question
arises whether conscious learning and enor conection do help produce better per-
formance. The rest of this discussion will try to answer the question based on fte
theoretical insights from SLA theories to find out the role of grammar in L2 per-
formance and the limitation of language acquisition in EFL classes.
THE ROLE OF GRAMMAR IN L2 PERT'ORMANCE
Conceming English Grammar ciasses in the English Department, it has been
commonly known that the classes provide explicit learning of linguistic rules' The
activities cover rule explanation along with exercises focussing on the under-
standing and the use of the grammaticai items. At the end of the course the stu-
dents are expected to be able to apply the rules to help irnprove their performance
both in ,p.uking and writing. However, the fact shows that the learners are unable
to apply them in a communicative task.
- 
In the development of theoretical and empincal insights from SLA research,
the role of grammar in foreign/second language teaching has been uncertain. The
efficacy of a grammatically structured syllabus and the role of enor corrections
have been questioned. To answer the question, it is necessary to take a closer lgok
at what elrors mean in SLA theorY.
Enors, viewed from SLA theories, are evidence of the systematic develop-
ment of L2 rules showing the system of rules that a learner has developed at a
particular stage callecl transitional competence (Corder, 1967). People acquiring
a second language naturally are thought to progress along a continuum whose
poles are their first language and the target language' In developingL? compe-
tence, learners pass through a series of stages. This sequence of stages is cailed
ittterlungungc by Selinker (1912).Each stage is more complex than the one pre-
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ceding it, complexity being defined in terms of the limit on short term memory
(Nunan, 1992:147). The concept ofinterlanguage continuum is useful in the class-
room as well as in studying naturalistic language acquisition. It is the teacher's job,
according to Allwright and Bailey (1991), to help learners move along the
rnterlanguage continuum smooth ly and corectly.
concerning the ability to produce complex sentences, Dulay et al. (19g2)
state that long and complex sentences are difficult to learn. In ofher words, the
ability to produce complex utterances/ sentences comes from acquisition processes
but not from conscious learning. This supports Krashen's Monitor theory stating
that conscious learning has an extremely limited function in adult second lan-
guage performance. The learned rules would be useful only for repairing the pro-
duction of the acquired rules.
The sLA theory leads to the idea that the goal of learning grammar in a
language program is to produce optimal monitor users. The performers can use the
knowledge of grammar as a supplement to acquisition in a situation where gram-
mar use is appropriate (Krashen and Teruel, 1984). They also state that teachers
should not expect their students to be concerned with fine points of grammar while
they are speaking in free conversation; rather, the time to use the monitor is in
writing and in prepared speech. Indeed, it implies that the learnedrules from gram-
mar instructions will only be used in monitoring production where possible.
The samples of students' errors in writing sentences prove that learning ex-
perience in Grammar classes has a little effect on students' writing perform4nce.
The facts support the belief that mastery in grammar does not guarantee a profi-
cientuseofthe language(Dulay etar.1982:20).Thetheoreticalexplanationcan
be obtained from sLA theories especially the distinction between acquisition and
learning. The terms are popularized by Krashen (1981) to describe how adult learn-
ers learn a new language. He makes a distinction between subconscious process of
internalizing linguistic rules (in natural communicati on) calledacquisitionand the
conscious process (overt learning such as that in a grammar class) called learn-.
ing.He believes that the acquired rules are responsible for initiating spontaneous
production while the learned rules serve only as a monitor to edit the utterances for
accuracy (Krashen's Monitor Model). This model clarifies the different roies of
acqtLisition and leaming in production The model has been elaborated by stevick's
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and Bialystok's Model (Huda, 1984). The Stevick's Model does not strictly sepa-
rate lgarning and acquisition because according to the theory, after a long period in
an intensive practice. the learned rules can become acquired. and thus. they could
serve to inrtiate production (output).
THE LIMITATION OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN EFL
CLASSES
To uncover the mystery of the gap between what is learned and whal is
used, tire discussioit goes to tlie iirnitation of language acquisition in EFL classes.
Concerning the SLA theory, it is believed that the learner's ability to produce the
target language is a result of acquisition. Therefore, to produce L2, the learner
needs sufficient acquired rules to begin with. In English classes in Indonesia, the
proportion of iearning process is commonly bigger than the acquisition process
(Nababan, 1991). Itmeans that the students are provided more with situations for
learning than for acquisition. Consequently, when they are forced to write, they
do not have sufficient rules to begin with. Furthermore, if the English teachers do
not use English naturally in the classroom, the students will lose the opportunity
to be exposed to the target language in a natural environment. In other words, the
stuCents have a very limited opportunity to have natural linguistic input necessary
for acquisition. To make matters worse, as naturally not all the available input is
processed by the learners (Ellis, 1986:127), accordingly they have insufficient
acquired linguistic rules needed for production.
In such a condition, if a learner is forced to write when he/she is not ready
(because of the limited competence), he/she will usually show a premature use of
the L2 reflecting L I structure (Dulay et al., 1982:11l )' This is because in an EFL
situation, the pressure to produce the new language comes from the requirements
of classroom performance. The problem is even worse when it is connected to the
critical point of acquisition in relation to age differences in SLA. The general
characteristic of foreign language learning tends to lead to the conclusion that the
domain-specific language acquisition system ofchildren ceases t0 operate in adults
(Gass and Schachter, 1990:49-55). This has been believed as substantial obvious
--
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differences between child language development and adult language learning. In
adults, the language acquisition device (LAD) ceases to operate, but the knowr-
edge of L1 and other generalproblem solving serve as imperfect substitutes (Dulay
etal.,1982; Gass and Schachter, 1990).
Those explanations provide a clear answer to such a question as why overt
learning of linguistic rules in a grammar class does not help much in improving the
accuracy of the students' performance. The samples show that the learners in the
study did not have sufficient acquired rules to write with; therefore, they produced
their sentences which were dominated by interlingual enors including language
transfer.
considerjng that English teaching in Indonesia begins at junior high schools,
teachers expect their students to have a good command of English after graduating
from the senior high-schools. unfortunately, after a six-year learning experience,
they are stillin the premature level. Even the students of the Engiish Department
who have taken a three-semester Grammar classes find difficurties applying the L2
ruie systems. If the goai of a gramrnar class in the English Department is to pro-
duce optimal monitor users, it seems that all the requirements to use a monitor is
fulfiued (they have enough time, focus on the form in editing, and know the rules).
Apparently, they had enough time to write and to focus on forms, and they arso
might have thought about corectness when they reviewed and edited their sen-
tences. In this case, however, it is quite possible that even when they had time, they
might not be concerned with whether they had written the sentences corectly,
rather, with what to write and how to write it. The third requirement is that the
learner should have the knowledge of the rules. This is really a big question. "Did
the students know the rules?" Based on the assumption that they did know the rules
in the grammar class, the answer should be "Yes" because they had Iearned gram-
mar for three consecutive semesters, Did they forget the rules when they wrote the
essay? The answer may be "Yes". or, they did not forget the rules, but they had not
yet internalized the rules while learning in the Grammar class.
UONCLUSION
The cliscussion has led to the conclusion that grammar has a very limited role
in the learner's performance. what is learned is not always available for use in a
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real communication. Those who have learned L2 rules are not always good in
applying the rules in performrng a communicative task. The gap between learning
and using L2 rules is due to the different roles of acquisition and learning inthe
leanrers' L2 development. Therefore. English teachers are suggested not to expect
too much to their students merely because they assume that the students have leamed
rnuch of English Grammar. The main problem lies on the insufficient acqurred
rules due to lack of natural exposure to the language.
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